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Reference materials: Specialized dictionaries, encyclopedias, vocabularies, etc.

- David Herman, ed. Routledge Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory Knight Library Reference PN212 .R68 2005
- Oxford Reference Premium database
  o Oxford Dictionary of Critical Theory
  o The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms
- “Glosario de narratología” adapted from Darío Villanueva Comentario de textos narrativos: la novela (Gijón: Ediciones Júcar, 1989)
  https://faculty.washington.edu/petersen/321/narrtrms.htm
- “Análisis de la narrativa” https://faculty.washington.edu/petersen/321/narrativa.htm

Research Materials: Library collections, specialized databases, etc.

- MLA International Bibliography
- Library tips
  o Call numbers: Narratology/narrative theory PN 212
  o Subject headings: “Narration (Rhetoric)” for narrative theory/narratology, identify author, work, historical, topical, etc. terms relevant to your subject
  o Narrow by author, language, etc. with options on left of results